MyECL

→ **DO NOT USE WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING**

→ **ALWAYS:**

- Record all usage on notepad.
- Wipe plate and box with water after usage.
- When finished, put into sleep-mode by pushing front button.
- Gel should not be placed directly on UV Box. A Plate should be used.
  - Black Plate - chemiluminescence
  - Clear/Glass Plate - UV Light
  - White Plate - Visible Light

→ **PLEASE**

- **DO NOT** wear gloves while using touch screen.
- **DO NOT** break the glass plate ($300 replacement!)
- **DO NOT** use MyECL to excise bands from gels. The razor blades have the potential to damage the UV box which would decrease the quality of the images for everyone else. There is a gel box setup in 3-285 that could be used for this purpose.
- **DO NOT** turn off machine while it is undergoing updates.

→ **For issues or training requests, please contact Dr. Greg Connell**

---

**Core Facilities Director**  
Greg Connell, Ph.D. | conne018@umn.edu  
(o) 612-624-3132 | (emergency) 612-805-1217